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The spirits industry has been consistently trending up over the past decade. 

Millennials are driving this shift, by becoming more savvy about their purchases and 
searching for quality they can trust.

THE SEARCH FOR CRAFT BRANDS

They’re not just looking for something flashy and new…

They’re searching for something authentic.

Spirits now command nearly 36% of the alcohol market,
with craft and small batch products such as Tito’s
Handmade Vodka and Hendrick’s Gin becoming
especially attractive brands.

36%



Our fully operational distillery sits on the site of 19th-century distiller Hugh Moon’s 
operations. 

A noted entrepreneur, Moon sold his spirits to church leader Brigham Young and his 
Mormon followers, and they all agreed that his product, distilled from local grain and 
water, was the best.

When we first visited the historical site of Hugh Moon’s spirits operations, we found 
an old brick house. Built in 1919, it still stood as an inspiration to us. The house had 
character, and an artesian well that drew from the Salt Lake aquifer was in the 
backyard.

As we stood on the front porch, we knew we were in the right place.

OUR DENTED BRICKS: A HISTORY



We pulled down the house by hand and kept every brick--even the dented ones. 
Those bricks laid the foundation of our distillery, and Hugh Moon inspired our 
spirits. We even plan on naming our white whiskey after him

Every batch of Dented Brick spirits is handcrafted with passion in the spirit of
Salt Lake history. 

OUR DENTED BRICKS: A HISTORY (CONTINUED)

We aim to deliver only the truest craft spirits.



Antelope Island Rum
Though only a patch of land in Great Salt Lake, Antelope Island and its herds of 
grazing pronghorn inspired our take on island rum. Firmly rooted in rum making 
history, our flavor comes from the highest quality organic sugar cane, rich 
molasses, aromatic yeast, and repure water.

Carl Ethan Akeley Gin
Akeley Gin is an innovative "rooibos tea gin” with a deep flavor profile unlike any 
other. The spirit is made in house from a short list of botanicals, with Utah-
grown, organic, and non-GMO wheat and rye.

Roofraiser Vodka
When we tried to fit our pot still in the distillery, it was too tall. So we 
raised the roof. Our vodka is as simple as that. It starts sweet, finishes rye, and 
proves the benefit of handcrafting with non-GMO, organic wheat and rye and 
artesian well water.

THE SPIRITS OF DENTED BRICK



While craft beer and breweries have been the focus of the alcohol industry for the past several years, 
the beer market is quickly becoming over-saturated. Distilled spirits offer an unexplored market for 
many, especially Millennials.

Craft brands are quickly becoming valuable players in that market space. Consumers are looking for 
authenticity and brands they can trust, and key players have noticed.

Among others, Pernod Ricard purchased a majority stake in Monkey 47 gin despite already owning 
mainstream gin brands Beefeater and Seagram’s. 

By leveraging consumer desire for authentic ingredients
and unique character, Dented Brick Distillery stands
poised to achieve significant success in a
growing craft industry.

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

The premium and value spirits industry is an

$11.6 billion industry.



We have produced 500+ cases of our premium line distilled 
spirits and are currently generating revenue. We price 
competitively, but due to low cost of entry we are able to 
maintain high margins.

We currently retail in 11 states and every “wet” county in Utah. 
More states are on the way, with a California chain looking to 
become an off-premise sales partner. 

NOTE: Future revenue streams include co-branding of
promotional items and private labelling

REVENUE AND PRICING MODEL

Retail MSRP = $26*
Average wholesale = $XX
Cost of Goods Sold = $X**
Average Margin = XX%
*MSRP differs based on state taxes
**Excluding cost of freight

Per
Bottle



The spirits industry totalled $25.2 billion in 2016. Existing U.S. craft spirit brands only
contributed $2.4 billion of that total due to the dominance of mass market brands.

However, that indicates there is significant room for growth in the craft spirits sector.

PLAYERS AND POTENTIAL FOR CRAFT SPIRITS

Direct Competitors

High West Distillery
The first legally licensed distillery in Utah since prohibition, High West produces whiskies 
that are widely distributed. Though it is another Utah distiller, our portfolio is more
diversified and has received more prestigious awards. 

Tito’s Handmade Vodka
A distillery that has met success by leveraging “authentic” and “handmade” stories.
However, Tito’s is slowly losing its title of “craft” as it has grown into a mega brand.
And unlike Dented Brick, the stories it’s built upon are more legend than fact.



WORKOUT 
D IF F E R E N TL Y



Workout 
Differently
The revolutionary, patent-pending GRIPB ELL design is  specia lly engineered to offer  m ultiple gr ip 

points  for  hundreds of m ovem ents while being safer  to use and easier  to store. Transfer  gr ip 

positions and even perform  fluid hand-to-foot exchanges for  strength tra ining, rehabilitation or  

to enhance cardio and other  fitness routines.

GRIPBELL changes the fitness routine.

GRIPBELL replaces all other handheld, weighted fitness equipment for every level and age.



GRIPBELL Does it All and More

A single GRIPB ELL can replace a  room  of dum bbells , kettlebells , and m edicine balls . You can flow 

from  set to set, using the m ultiple hold points for  hundreds of m ovem ents. And because each 

GRIPB ELL set is  the sam e shape, you can change weight without interrupting your  routine.

Simple and Effective Design

CENTER GRIP

WHEEL GRIP

END GRIP
Even 

Weight

18%+ M ore 
Weight

34%+ M ore 
Weight



Unlike other  free weights, GRIPB ELL is  m ade with a  

recycled cast iron core at its  center . The weight is  

perfectly distr ibuted so you can increase intensity in 

tra ining or  rehabilitation without fear  of losing 

control of the equipm ent.

Natural Movement

The GRIPB ELL is  wrapped with a  gr ippy, polyurethane 

exter ior . That m eans a ll the gr ip with none of the 

s lip. B ut accidents happen, and that’s  why we 

designed the GRIPB ELL to be safer  than your  

traditional dum bbell or  kettlebell with no m etal 

edges and no weighted points . And just because we 

could, we chose a ll hypoallergenic m ater ia ls .

Feel the Grip



Every GRIPB ELL is  the sam e shape so they can be easily stacked and stored until the next 

workout. The sleek , balanced design even m akes the GRIPB ELL easy to lay in a  suitcase or  toss 

in a  backpack  for  fitness on the go. Try that with a  dum bbell or  kettlebell!

Effortlessly Store or Carry





Consumers are upgrading their homes with smart devices like the Amazon 
Echo, Google Home, or Microsoft Cortana-enabled devices.

Voice recognition device sales are projected to exceed 

57 million units by the end of 2018.

These devices are helping users automate their homes, organize their schedules, purchase products 
and answer questions.  Consumer behaviors will change rapidly and move towards using these 
devices for everyday activities.  Their assistance is always there and only a quick question away.

Connecting consumers with the perfect product or service should be just as easy.

VOICE RECOGNITION DEVICES ARE 
COMING



Voiceter Pro is a smarter way to find products.
With a simple command, consumers can activate the Voiceter Pro conversational search skills and 
be guided through the product selection process from their couch.

Instead of filtering through endless websites or visiting a bunch of stores, consumers can now receive 
top results with just a few answers. Voiceter Pro clients receive lead information to follow up with 
interested consumers.

ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS



The various Voiceter Pro skills are launched on voice recognition devices by using the proper wake 
words or phrase.

Then the Voiceter Pro skill asks a series of conversational questions to better understand preferences 
and narrow the search.

“Where do you want to live?”

Once the questions are answered, the top three results are voiced and emailed to the user. The business 
whose result was listed is also alerted to a new lead.

“Alexa, open Real Estate” or “Hey Google, open Real Estate search”

HEY, VOICETER PRO…



Voiceter Pro has already seen significant traction in 
the first year. In addition to multiple press mentions 
from Street Fight, Capital District Business Review, 
and Realtor Magazine, to name a few, Voiceter Pro 
was also nominated as an Inman Innovator Award 
finalist and was invited to Realogy FWD to present 
as a leader in voice technology.

Some of our partners include Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Georgia Properties, several Real Estate
brokerages, and the Multiple Listing Service of Long Island - the 4th largest listing service in the U.S.

PRESS AND PARTNERS



Building Affordable Residential Housing Projects for Middle-class 
Homebuyers In Costa Rica



Meeting Housing
Market Demand

Costa Rica is currently facing a 
$15.85 billion housing deficit.

For the past 5 years Costa Rica has experienced a steady growth in 

construction and housing, but the majority of that construction has been 

low income housing or homes and apartments priced above $150,000 US.

Westfalia Developments looks to focus on middle-class homebuyers. Pricing our homes between 

$100,000 - $130,000 US will make them accessible to 34.87% of the population.

To further differentiate ourselves from the competition, we will build in cities outside the San José 

Greater Metropolitan Area (GAM) where the market is significantly underserved.



The Competition 
In Homebuilders

Calypso Developments is a company with 4 years experience and a 

project already in progress in Limon. However, we expect to be very 

successful against this project because our homes are more budget-

friendly for potential homebuyers and we can offer better financing 

options.

CONCASA develops projects around the same price point and with similar 

financing options as Westfalia, but their focus is primarily in the San José 

GAM. This leaves most of the market outside the GAM to us.

VIVICON has significant market experience and a solid track record, but 

they are not a direct competitor for Westfalia. The two current projects 

from VIVICON are located within the San José GAM and are priced for high 

income homebuyers.



Why 
Westfalia?
With such a significant housing deficit in Costa Rica, why would Westfalia Developments be the 

company to make an impact in the market?

The key is in our permitting procedure.

The first permit any development company needs in Costa Rica is a Use of Water permit. Outside of the 

San José GAM public water isn’t as reliable, so permitting becomes a lengthier process. It can normally 

take 1-3 years to secure this permit.

We have consulted with Costa Rican government authorities to plan the most efficient permitting 

process. By filing all permits jointly, we can break ground up to 3 years before anyone else.



Development 
Plans
Each Westfalia Developments project will consist of 370-420 houses, 2-4 commercial spaces, and 

community amenities on 10-12 hectares (25-30 acres) of land.

Our first project will be located in Limon where we have already identified and designed a site for 406 

homes and 2 commercial spaces. We intend to begin in 2019, with delivery beginning Year 3 (2021) 

following a gestation period required for permitting and initial infrastructure construction.

Future projects will begin in 2022 following sufficient sales of our first project. We will begin a new 

project every year thereafter.
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